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Introduction

Highway accident s.atisties indicate that the annual number and rate
of traffic accident deaths have declined to the lowest levels since the
early 1960’s. This, along with the fact that a;lnual vehicle miles of
travel have general ly increased through the same period, gives an indicat-
ion that positive gains are being achieved from recent highway safety
efforts. In general , programs aimed at im]>roving the safety environment;:
of the highway, the vebicle and the driver are respoosibl e for tine in--
creas2 in highway safety.

Transportation programs administered by the Federal Highway Adnlfni s-.

tration (FHNA) are aimed at reducing traffic accident fatalities, injuries
and propevty damages attributablee to highway system fai1ures as opposed to
vehicle or driver failures. To create a hazard free highway system, Fti!;l,
has a comprehensive set of highway safety programs consi sting of a fu’!”!
range of possible projects and improvement types, which ificludes rail-
highway crossing, pavement marking, high hazard and Feiitovalof roadsi661.
obstacle projects.

On an aggregate basis, safety projects have produced reductions in
the nuMber and severity of traffic accidents. Howe,ver, it is not fully
known to what extent individual projects and ii{~pro~ementtypes contribute
to ikis overal 1 reduction. Thus, the effectiveness cf individual proje:ts
&nd improvements need to be determined. This can be accompl ist}ed by cor,-
ducting effectiveness. evaluations, ln recerlt ti;ne~, the need for ?V:.!ua-

tion is required for al1 Federal aid safety projects. However$ tne ir:ter-
pretation of such evaluations are often errtlnenus due to the selection of
an inappropriate experimental .plan, lack of stati stical testii~g pr~cetitires
or nr~sin*&rpretation of evaluation results. It is important tnat, ch.s

qual ity and completeness with which effectiveness evaltiaticns are c~n-
ducted be improved to insure that evaluation results are valid and us?ble
to the profession.

~ Evaluate?

The highway safety engineer is constantly faced with crucial eeci-
sions involving selection and imFlementation of safety countermeasures.
To fat:ilftate decisions regarding the contifiuatfon. addition End deletion
of various types of highway safety progr?.ms, it is ~t-itical tea.t va?id
eval u2tions of completed safety Frojects be corrd::cted. Quanti Eztive
answers to whether or not tne pruject is accamplis?!:rrg its i:itendcd
purpcse, how efficiently tile purposes are being acc,)mpl~shed and %het?,e~
the project is producing unexpected Cr contrary TESLII:s are ~“11 criiical
to the decision making process. ti~thout e\/altiaticnof indi;:idue? ~oj -
ects, the effectiveness cf hi$hr:ay safety pYOgra.-IScannot be determirfli.
If this determination is not mace, Iimi;eq cafety ~Jnds m~y ~lat be a~~~.-
cated to those projects which ?I.D m,~st effcct<v? ;~ s~,yiflg~i,~as and r2-

$.ucing injuries and property damage.
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Federal -aid requirements make the reporting of accident exposure,
frequency, severity and cost data for al1 types of highway safety projects
mandatory. This data is used in the effectiveness eval ua,tion of the
Federal -aid highway safety improvement programs on a nationwide basis.
However, it is desirable that the State and 1ocal agency personnel improve
their ability to select and implement those improvements which provide the
highest safety pay-off based on evaluation results of past experiences.
This manual has been developed b provide both State and 1ocal highway
engineers and technicians with a methodology for evaluating highway safety
projects and improvements.

Evaluation Methodology

A highway safety project, in the context of this evaluation methodol -
ogy, may be defined as a roadway or roadside safety improvement, imple-
mented to impact the frequency, rate and/or severity of traffic accidents.
The improvement “;~e~rffic operations may exist as a secondary impact of
the project. traffic accident reduction must be the primary
reason for project imp;ementati on. A project may be composed of one or
more countermeasures, implemented at an intersect on or on an extended
roadway section. A project may also consist of several locations, each of
which has been treated with a similar countermeasure or set of counter-
measures.

Evaluation requires a logical procedure for assessing ti]e effect; v~-
ness of a highway safety project. The methodology presented in this [i~~~-

ual consists of six functions. Each is formulated into a series of syste.
matic steps tiich lead the evaluator through the activities and decision
making processes of a properly designed evaluation study. The evdluation
methodol ogy presented in this manual is based totally on existifig stats-
of-the-art technology and practices. Both a 1iterature review znd current
practices survey provided the basis for al1 evaluation functions.

The six functions tiich

Function A: Develop

Function B: Col1ect

Function C: Compare

Function D: Perfom

Function E: Perform

Function F: Prepare

comprise the evaluation methodology are:

Evaluation P1an

and Reduce Data

measures of Effectiveness (!40E’s;

Tests of Significance

Economic Analysis

Evaluation Documentation

Function A addresses al1 necessary plarming activities which m~{st 3s
considered prior @ perfoming the evaluation study. The purpose of ?ne
project, the evaluation objectives and measures of effectiveness, the an-
alytical framework for the evaluation (experinenta’i-P1an) and data rt~-
quirements are examined in this function. The functlcn is desi.;ned ,1s a
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guide for establishing future evaluation activities for current or ?ro-
grammed projects as well as for organizing a plan for evaluating compieted
projects. Function B provides guidance in ‘thecollection and reduction of
field data and data which must be obtained from existing sources. Func-
tion C presents the various methods for comparing measures of effective-
ness according to the experimental plan selected for the eval uation.
Function D provides a framework for tisting the statistical significance
of the changes in the measures of effectiveness (MOE). In Functi,on E,
standard economic analysis techniques are performed to enable a fisca’1
eval uation of project effectiveness. The ei~fectiveness of the project ani
conclusions on the success or failure of the safety project are documenteli
fol1owi ng the. procedure presented in Function F.

- Of the Evaluation Met~odo~ogy

A summary of the evaluation methodol og,y is provided in tiis section.
It is intended for use by persons who have completed a thorough coveragf:
of the evaluation methodology as contained in the stddent manual.

FUNCTION A - DEVELOP THE EVALUATION PLAN

Evaluation studies should follow a detailed evaluation plan. The plan
should be developed as a first step in evalulating completed highway safety
projects. For future safety projects the evaluation PIan should be devel..
oped and incorporated with other P1arming activities.

Step Al - Select project to be evaluated (pages A.4 - A.8)

More projects may need to be evaluated than can be handled by
the resources avail able to an agency. Therefore, projects
shoul d be selected which provide the most useful results to
the evaluating agency. The selection criteria recommended
should include: 1) Current and future highway safety prcject
efforts, 2) Project implementation dates, 3) Data availabil-
ity, 4) Sufficiency of accident data and 5) Project purpose.

Determine the purpose of the project (pages A.6 - A.8)

The selection of the experimental plan and identi fica-
tion of data needs depends on the stated purpose of the
highway safety project. It is essential , th?refore,
that the purpose be clearly stated prior w initiating
the evaluation.

Tbe purposes may include:

- to reduce accidents (in general or speci Fic types)

- to reduce accident severity (overall or for speci fic
types of accidents)

to reduce hazard potential
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- to improve traffic performance character sties

The DurDose will Drimaril.v be based on a review of both
befo;e accident data and- the nature of the implemented
provement. List al1 purposes on the Project Purpose Listing
fom (Figure S-1, page S.5).

the
im-

Step A2 . Stratify prejects (pages A.8 - A.12).

If the type of project to be evaluated has been applied at
several 1ocations, it may be advantageous to aggregate similar
projects into groups.

The groups should be simi1ar with respect to countermeasure
types and geometric and environmental character stics of the
project sites. Oepending on the composition of any group, the
evaluation may be perfomed in one of the fol1owing ways:

- by combining al1 projects together and evaiuating the
entire group as a single project.

- by evaul sting each project within a group and combining
the evaluation results.

- by sampling a portion of the” group and evaluating on a
combined basis. The Project Sampling Worksheet may as-
sist in performing the sampling procedure (Figure S-2,
page S.6).

Step A3 . Select evaluation objectives “and measures of
effectiveness (KOEis) (pages A.12-A.16).

——

Evaluation objectives are necessary to test the effect of the
improvement on the safety characteristics of the highway
location.

Four fundamental objectives should be specified for al1
evaluatiens. They are:

- determine the effect of the project on total acci-
dents.

- determine the effect of the project on fatal acci-
dents.

- determine the effect of the project on injury acci-
dents.

- determine the effect of the project on Froperty aam;qe
accidents.

Additional objectives may be selected whicn relate specific-
ally to the project being evaluated. These shtiuld generally
relate to one or more of the project purposes.
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Page _ of

PROJECT PURPOSE LISTING

Evaluation No.

Date/Evaluator Checked by

Project No.

Project Description and Location(s) ——-

Countermeesure (s)/Codes

Project Purpose
I

Justification

1. 1.
— .—-.—

I

I
-—.

I

I

_—.

PrweduralGuidePage: AP. 31

FI~ S-1
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PROJECT SAMPLBNG

Paga _ of —

WORKSHEET

Evaluation No.
Date/Evaluator Checked by

Departure From Meen, Error=

Sample Siza= Sites

Total
Site No. Location Accfients (Xi–~)2

~xi= ~ (Xi-P)2

“g= p=
o=

P=
? ‘=-”s= ~

Pr~dural Guide Paw: AP 34 FIm S-2
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Appropriate !fOE’s are to be stated for each objec~:!ve ‘m pro-
vide quantifiable units of measurement. R~c~r/it~(!dcd expcs~ire
factors are provided in Table S-1 (pages S.8, S.9).

All objectives and MOE’s are W be recorded in the Objective
and MOE Listing form (Figure S-3, page S.10).

>tep A4 . Select the experiment plan (~pagesA.16-A.28).

An experimental plan is an analytical evaluation framework
which can be used ti measure the impact. of the high~iay safety
project in terms of the selected MOE’s. Each plan attempts @
accompl ish the same objectives. Tnat is, to co(npare the
accident experience after project implefije!itation(ApF or
ApR) with the expected accident experience had no i[:p~OVe-

ment been implemented (EF or ER). In orGer to de?ermine
this expected value each plan is based on different underlying
assumptions. The experimental PIan shol~ld be consl stent with
the nature of the project and the completeness and avail-
ability of data.

The four experimental plans and the corresponding assumptions
are:

A. Before and after study with control sit?s.

. The accident experience at the project site, in the
absence of the improvement, is sim~l ar to the acci-

dent exprience at the control site(s)

Any, difference in the accident experience between
the prdject and control sites is attributable ~ the
project.

B. Before and after study.

. The accident experience before
tion remains at the same level
improvement.

Snd after implementa-
in the absence of the

. Any difference in the accident experience between
the before and after period is attributable to the
project.

C, Comparative parallel study.

. The accident experience at the project site and the
control site(s) is similar in the absence of the
improvement.
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Recommended
Preject Type Exposure Factor*

1. Intersection Projects

10-Channel ization, including left turn
bays v

n-Traffic Signals, installed or
ireproved v

12-Combination of 10 and 11 v
13-Sight distances improved v
19-Other intersection work (except

structures) v

2. Cross Section Projects

20-Pavement widening, no lanes added VM
21-Lanes added, without new median V or VM
22-Hi ghway divided, new median added V or VM
23-Shoulder widening or improvement VM
24<ombination of 20,21,22 and 23 V or VN
25-Skid Treat~nt/Grooving VM
26-Skid Treatment/Overlay w
27-Flattening and/or clearing of side

slopes V ,orVM
29-Other cross section work or combi-

nations of above categories V or VM

3. Structures

30-Widening existing bridge or other
major structure v

31+eplacing of bridge or other
major structure v

32<onstructi on of new bridge or
major structure (except to elimi-
nate a railroad grade crossing or
one for pedestrians only) v

33-Construction or improvement of
minor structure v

34-Construction of pedestrian over-
or under-crossing v

39-Other Structure h,ork v
— .—

W = number of vehicles
VM= vehicle-miles of travel

Table S-1: Recommended Exposure Factors
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4. ~nment Projects

T----”-”””--”-’”””’”””-

40-Horizontal alignment changes (except
to eliminate highway grade crossing,
Code 52) i’or ‘//4

41 -Vertical alignment changes V or VM
42-Combination of 40 and 41 v or VM
49-Other alignment work

5. R~lroad Grade Crossing Projects

50-Flashing lights replacing signs only
51-Elimination by new or reconstructed

grade separation
52-E1 imination by relocation of highway

or railroad
53-illumination
54-Flashing lights replacing active

devices
55-Automatic gates replacing signs onl~,
56-Automatic gates replacing active

devices
57-Signing and/or marking
58-Crossing surface improvement
59-Other railroad grade crossing

improvement

6. Roadside Appurtenances

60-Installation or upgrading of
traffic signs

61-Breakaway sign or 1ighting supports
62-Installation or improvement of road

edge guardrail
63-Installation or improvement of median

barrier
64-Installation of striDino aria/or

.“

delineators
65+oadway lighting instal Iation
66-improvement of drainage structures
67- Irrstallation of fencing
68-Impact attenuators
69-Otner roadside appurtenances

——— — —.— .—

V or VM

v

v

v
v

v

V or VM
V or VM

V or VN

V or VM

V or VM
V or ‘(M
V or V!4
V or VM

v
V or YM

Table S-1: Recommended EY~s~re Factors (Coot. )————— _____ ——— ____
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OBJECTIVE

Evaluation No.

Date/Eveluator checked by

1 EvaIssationObjective

Determinetheeffectof
theprojecton:
(fundamental)

5.

—

Measure of Effectiveness (MOE)

Percentchangein:
(checkone)
Rate or Frequency
[fundamental)

1. TotalAccidents/

2. FatalAccidents/

3. !niurvAccidents/

4. PDO Accidents/

5.

ProceduralGuide Paw: AP. 32 PI= 3
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Any difference in the accident experience between
“ the project site and control site(s) is attributa~l e

to the project.

D. Before, during and after study.

, The accident experience before, durii~g and after im-
plementation remains at the same level in the ab-
sence of the improvement.

. Any differences in the accident experiences between
the before and during, the during and after, antithe
before and after periods is attributablee to tie
project (or absence of it).

Figure S-4 (page S.12) illustrat2s the selection criteria and
experimental plan selection process.

If plan A or B is selected, several years of the total acci-
dent MOE should be analyzed to investigate the f2asibil ity of
using trend analysis.

Step A5 . Oetermine the data to be COIlect2d (payss A.28-A~x——— ———

The evaluation of highway safety projects a:ld improvements re-
quires data for comparison of MOE’s interpretation of project
effectiveness and economic analysis. The nature and extent of
these data are depenoent on the previous decisions made in
this function, as well as on the ability of the evaluator to
identify other safety aspects which may be i:npacted (posi-
tively or negatively) as a result of the project.

Al7 data required to conduct the evaluation s!lould he estab-
1ished based on:

- objectives and 140E’s

- anticipated impacts

- project cost

environmental or locational characteristics which may
be affected by the project

As a minimum, the following data should be COI1ected:

complete accident history for at 1east three years
before and after implementation

vehicle exposure data

project cost
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IS PROJECT

3

USE BEFORE,
OF A TEMPORARY DURING, AND
NATURE (1.E.CONSTRJDION)? AFTER (PLAN D )—

1

IS CONTROL
OF INDEPENDENT

“VARIABLES CRITICAL ? 4

YES

v

ARE SUFFICIENT NO USE
RESOURCES AVAILABLE BEFORE , AND 7
TO COLLECT, ANALYZE, AFTER (PLAN BI~,/)
AND INTERPRET DATA ?

.—

CAN CONTROL
SITES

BE IDENTIFIED ?

YES
———. —.-.

USE BEFORE, AND “.’
)AFTER hfilTl+ CONTROL r

v SITES ( pLAPJ 1+] ~$

Is PRE- PROJECT DATA,
— —-—-———..---.,”

AVAILABLE OR CAN IT
BE ESTIMATED SATISFACTORILY ~

——
NO

—-.-—_ —_.-_.m
USE COMPAF<A3-”!VE.‘,,

PARALLEL j
(PLAIN C] .,’
—— .__.,_.__.._,-.,...

Figure S-4 ~XEeX,Wnenta”l P1 aa .3S~e.ct LCn Proce. $~
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step A6 . Determine the magnitude of data requi rez!ents (pa.=
~30- A.32J.

-— —.-

The experimental PIan selected in Step A4 ~,artially determines
the magnitude of data to be CO11ected at various locations and
points in time.

An estimate of the magnitude of the data ccl1ection effort is
necessary to complete the detai1ed data CO11ection scheme.
Data analysis periods should be specified along with the
required number of data sets for each i40E. Sa:cple size,
accuracy requirements and study period 1engtlls lmu<t be
specified using the “Manual of Traffic E~gineeri!~g Studies”or
other standard traffic engineering references. The Data
Requi rernents Table (Figure S-5, page S.14) should be used m
record data needs and magnitudes.

FUNCTION B - COLLECT AND REDUCE OATA

Accident severity, exposure and o,ther traffic data ai-e ?I]e basic inputs
for evaluating the effectiveness of any safet,) improvemer!t. The nature and
magnitude of data requirements are dependerkt on the objectives of the
eval uation, the L!OE’s and the experimental plan, each of k!hich has been
establ ished in Function A.

Data collection activities shcul.d be performed tising traffic engineering
procedures and use appropriate equipment to e~~sure data accuracy and
consistency. References such as the “Pian~alof Traffic Engineering
Studies” are recommended in this respect.

Step B1 . Select control sites [pages B.2-B.4):

The selection of control sit2s is necessary onlj ~inen the
seleted experimental plan is either “The Before and After
Study with Control Sites’( (?1an A} or “The Comparative Par-
allel Study” (?1an C), For tl~ese plans, the evaluator must
select one or more locations to serve as control sites.

Control sites must be similar to the project s:te in terns of
MOE’s, geometric and other environ,nental character sties.

Step B2 . Collect before data (pages B.4-B.7).

The boundaries of the project site should be carefully dPl ine-

ated before data collection. within these boundaries, eccident
data should be obtained from computerized accident ~-tports.
Collision diagrams may facilitate the ‘iaentiticatisn of
speci fic accidents (related to objectives and I$,3E’s!TQ be
considered in the eval uation. Environmental and highway
features inventories should also be performed to detect pos-
sible locational changes which Imay affect ?roject effec’Live-
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Page — of

DATA REQUIREMENTS LISTiNG

Evaluation No.

Date/Evaluator Checked by

Experimental Plan

Date Needs Magnitude
(Number of Stes,Time Period,Datea)

1. 1.

ProceduralGuide Page: AP. 33
F= S.5
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ness.The AccidentSmary Tableand ~osure l~orksheet(Fi~es
S-6, page S.16 and S-7, page S.17) should be used to tibulate
these data.

Step B3 . Collect after data (pages B.7-B.9).

Data CO1lection activities similar to those used in the before
period should be used for after data collection. However, a 6
to B week period fol1owing implementation should be al1owed
before traffic performance data is CO11 ected. If plan D
(before, during and after study) is used, data representing
the temporary project period should be CO11ected.

FUNCTION C - PERFORM CO~ARISONS OF MOE ‘S

Step Cl . Prepare data summary tables (page C.2-C.6)J

Al1 accident, severity and traffic performance variables which
comprise the 1ist of !40E’s should be tabulated to facilitate
the comparison of MOE’s according @ the selected experimental
plan. Data related to the ~lOE’s should be tabulated in the MOE

&ta C_rison Worksket (Fimre S-8,page S.18].

Step C2 . Calcu iate the percent change in the MOE’s (pages
C.6-C.22).

This step addresses the determination of the percent change in
each MOE and the expected accident frequency (EF) at the
project site if no improvement had been made.

The percent change requires a two-step process. 1) An esti-
mate is made of the expected value of the MOE if the project
has not been implemented. This estimate is based on the under-
lying assumption to each experimental plan. 2) The percent
change is computed by comparing the actual (observed) value of
the MOE fol1owing project implementation and the expected
value of the MOE.

Since WE’s may be accident frequencies or rates, the ex,pected
value of the MOE if an improvement had not been made may also
be frequencies or rates. When calCUIa{ting expected frequency-
related MOE’s, project and control site before a.ccident fre-
quencies must be adjusted for traffic volume changes and un-
equal time 1engths between the before and after Feriods. When
traffic volumes are not available or can not be estimated by
the procedure given in Function C (pages C.i5-C. (6), this ad-
justment can not be made. The adjustment is not necessary for
calculating the expected values for rate-related I,!OE’s.

The expected accident frequency (EF) may be calCUIated
directly if the MOE is frequency-related or may be calCUTated
frOm tile expected rate-related MOE (\iR). The expected acci-
dent frequency is an input to the stz~tistica? testing ?roce-
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Page — of —
ACCIDENT SU~MARY TABLE

Evaluation No.

Date/Evaluator checked by

Data Source

Location.

i

Check one: Project&te(s):Before 1orAfter—

Wme Period — to — ~o~tro!Site(s):Befo$e orAfter—

1 Accident Category To@U
A6cidemt5

I Sudace Condition I
=V.Y---=

Other 1
Total

I
AccidentTvpe

Overturn
Collisionwith:

Motor veh.——
Pedestrian
Pedalcvcle
Animal
Fixed Object
Other
Total

Two Veh. Accidents

L__ OppositeDirection
Same direction ——
One Veh. stopped
One Veh. enteringramp
One Veh. exitingramp
Other

Total
[

Two Veh. Accident

Types

Head-on _ -.—
Rear-end
Sideswipe
Angle _. .–
Other

1 Total

Ace.= Accidents
lnvol.= NumberofVehiclesInvolvedinPDOaccidents.

FIm

ProceduralGuide Paw: AP. 35

—

I

I

W S-6
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EXPOSURE

Evaluation No.

Page — of —-

WORKSI+EET

DateLEvaiuator Checked by:

Data Source

Location

Time Period to —

Check one: Project Site(s) Before__ or After

Control Site(s) Before or After

ProceduralGuide Page:
FIU S-7

AP. 36
s.n7



MOE DATA

Evaluation No.

Page _ of_

COMPARISON WORKSHEET

Date/Evaluator Checkad by

Experimental Plan

control Project Expected

Befora After Before After
.After Percent

Rete _ ~ed~cti~n

MOE Data Summary (BCF1 (A~F) ~BPF) (APF} Fr:q.—
(%)

CXP05Ure 1 [ I I
units:_V. or_VM

+-’-’-’-
MOE Comparison Bc Ac Bp Ap

Rate- ‘- ‘---.. ----”

TotalAccidents/

Fami Accidents/

Injul
mnm

-. . .-- .--...-,

IW Accidents/

1

~-J Accidents/



dure for accident changes and must be calCU?atea for al1
eval uations.

If tne l\!OEaccident data indicates that there rfiaybe an in-
creasing or decreasing trend over time, a,regression technique
should be considered for tise to determine the ex?ected value
of the 140E. The least square regression tecbni que is recom-
mended for the trend analysis of the MOE.

Two &sts should be performed to determine tiether an observed
trend is significant or is due to random variations in the
data. The first test should be an evaluation of the correla-
tion coefficient (r2). If the correlation coefficient, r2
is greater than .8, then use of the regression results should
be considered. lf r2 is less than .8, then t;le average
(single point) value of the hlOEshould be used.

The second test is a determination of the significance of the
regression coefficient (b). This test ‘is used to determine
whether the S1ope of the 1ine is significantly different from
zero. If the value of “t” from this equation exceeds the
val ue in Taole S-2 (page S.20), tnen the regression eqluation
shoul d be used to obtain the estimated value of i40E. The
Linear Regression Summary Table wi11 assist in performing the
above tests (Figure S-9, page S.21).

Linear regression is appl icable ti the before and after study
with control sites plan (P1an A) and ‘the before and after
study (plan B). When used with plan A, the trend equation
shoui d be based on control site i40E’s for tne entire analysls
period (before and after) and project site !13E’s for the
before period. When used with plan B, ulse only project site
i40E’s,for the before period.

The liOE Data Comparison Table shown in Figure S- 8 (page 5.18)
should be used b tabulate the values used to calCU1ate the
expected MOE’s and tl~epercent change for each NIOE.

FUNCTION O - PERFORii STATISTICAL TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE

The observed percent change in each of the MOE’s must be analyzed ‘Q de-
termine whether the change occurred by chance or because of the project.,.

Step D1. Test accident MOE variables (pages D.3-D.8. )

The Poisson @chni que is used W deterlflinewheti~er an observed
reduction in accident frequency consti tutes a significant re-
duction within a specified degree of cc,nfidence. Ilis tech-
nique is based on the fact that differences bet~!sen the mean
val de of two samples randcmly selected from d comoon distribti-
tiOn have kflOkiflcharacter sties. If, D:, [~sifigt;?e Poisson
technique, it is concluded t!latthe two samples are from cliff-
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Table s-2 “t” Skstistic

of Canfideflce

.——. —.. —--

for i7a~i0.dS le.rels

-fl-,-_.y_

4 0.941
0.906 ~

: o.a99
10 o.a79
12 o.a73
14 0.866

. . . . .. . . . ...

.9

1.533

1.440
1.397

——-. —
,95

..-.—___

?.132
1.943
1.350

1.372 I ,1.812
1.356 1.7a2
1.345 1.761

_.—~—— 1
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Page_ of_

LINEAR REGRESSION WORKSHEET

Evaluation No.

Date/Evaluator Chocked by

Check one: Frequency MOE_ or Rate MOE _

Xi
Eval.
Period
(Yrs.)
(1)

——

:=

r=

Yi

Mess.
of

MOE
(2)

——

Xi Yi

Col. Col.
(1) x (2)

(9)

——

ProceduralGuidePaqe: AP. 37 FIQm S-9
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erent distributions, then it can be said that the implemented
project affected a change in the tested l~lOE.If, on the other
hand, the conclusion is that the samples are from the same dis-
tribution, then it can be stated that the project had no ef-
fect on the tested MOE (Figure S-10, page S.23).

Confidence level selection is dependent on the initial cost of
impl emeriting the project. High levels of confidence such as
95% or 99% are justified for high cost projects whereas less
expensive projects justify the use of lower levels such as 80%
or 90%.

Figure S-11 (page S. 24 shows a Poisson chart for various
1evels of confidence. The ordinant of Figure S-11 is entered
with the percent change in the MOE as determined in Function
C. The expected number of accidents in the before period is
entered on the horizontal axis of the chart. For preliminary
evaluations (conducted at the end of the first and second year
fol 10Win~ prOjeCt imp~ementation) , the number of accidents
should be in terms of before period accidents per year. For
final evaluations (conducted for at least three years of after
data) , the number of accidents should be in terms of total
acci dents for the entire before period.

Step D2. Perform other statistical tests (pages D.9-D.11).

MOE’s for a highway safety project may be related to other
than accident variables. Therefore, statistical tests are,
provided for use in evaluating the significance of changes in
MOE’s related to traffic performance characteristics. The
statistical tests include:

- test of proportions for testing the significance of
change between the two count data sets (discrete data)

- t-test for testing the significance
two continuous data sets

- F-test for testing the significance
variances of two data sets

of change between

of change between

FUNCTION E - PERFORM ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

For the purpose of this manual present worth of benefits and costs aitd
equivalent uniform annual benefits and costs wil1 be the only approaciles
considered.

Step El. Select Sconomic analysis technique (pages E.2-E .3)—..

An economic analysis should be performed wilenever a statis-
tical Iy significant reduction jn an 140E wts observed in
previous Function D.
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Page— of_

STATISTICAL TEST WORKSHEET

Evaluation No.

Date/Evaluator . . Checked by

Confidence Level Statistical Test Technique

After Frequency Parcent S!gniticent
Evaluation — Vears Raduction For_ yrs
Objactive Observed Expected I

iA ~F) (EF) Observed i !<equi?ed Yas or No*
.—

(Fundamental) I

Total Accidents
--- 1--- I - “-- “—’-–

Fatal Accidents

—.
Injury Accidents —— —-

PDO Accidents

—
(Project Purpose) — ——. .

1
.— —_.. —.— _ .—,..—

—— .._ .—— - — ——

~—–

—.

_——

._. ———

—.—

—— .—

_— —.

* TOO small to test FIG~ S-10

Procedural Guide Page: AP. 39
S.23
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The benefitlcost (B/C) ratio technique should be used when the
eval uating agency has an establ ished set of accident cost
values. Also, if the MOE of major interest is related ti ac-
cident severity, the B/C technique provides the most meaning-
ful results since reductions in accident severity categories
are the primary measures of economic el~fectiveness for the
technique.

When accident cost figures are not available for use by the
agency, the cost/effectiveness (C/E) technique is appropriate.
Also when the MOE of major interest is related to specific
accident types [as opposed b severity), the C/E technique
provides the most meaningful results since the economic effec-
tiveness is measured by the cost of preventing one accident
and does not necessarily relate to accident severity.

~. Perform the benefit/cost ratio tectlnique (pages
.-..

The benefit/cost method may be performed for either individual
projects or for the project groups established in Function A.
The B/C technique may be performed in two ways; using equiva-
lent unifom annual costs and benefits or using presefit worth
of costs and benefits. Either method is capable of valid re-
sults. However, for projects consisting of countermeasures
with unequal service 1ives, the use of present worth of costs
and benefits is not appropriate. Equal or unequal service life
of countermeasures may be used in with equivalent uniform
annual costs and benefits.

The B/C technique consists of the following steps:

- determine init~al implementation costs.

- determine net annual operating and maintenance costs.

- determine the annual safety benefits in terms of the
number of fatal , injury and property damage accidents
preventid.

assign a dollar value to each benc!fit category. Recent
NHTSA accident cost figures are $287,175, $3,185 and
$520 per fatality, injury and pro;~erty ddmage involtie-
ment, respectively. NSC accident cost figures are
$125,000, $4,700 and $670 for fatal , injury and property
damage accidents, respectively. Any otlier set of costs
may be used.

estimate the se~-vice 1ife (see :ippe~dix VIiI, pfige
AP.40).
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- estimate the salvage value.

- detemine an interest rate.

- calCU1ate the components of the B/C ratio

The B/C Worksheet (Figure S-12, pages S.27-S.28) should be
used to perform the analysis.

Perform the cost/effectivenss technique ( pages

m.

fie costleffetiveness (C/E) tichnique may be calCUTated in two
ways; using equivalent uniform annual costs or using present
worth of costs. For projects consisting of countermeasures
with unequal service lives, do not use present worth of costs.
Equivalent unifom annual costs are appropriate for both equal
and unequal service 1 ives.

Benefits are expressed in terms of the number of accidents
“prevented and are not given a monetary value.

The fol 1 owi ng procedure is used:

,.

detemine initial implementation costs.

determine net annual operating and maintenance costs.

determine annual safety benefits in terms of the average
number of acccidents prevented per year since project
implementati on.

estimate se~-vice life [see Appendix VIII; page AP.20).

estimate salvage value.

determine an interest rate.

calcU1ate the components of

The C/E Worksheet (Figure S-13 ,

the C/E value.

pages S.Z9-S.30) should be
used in perfoming the economic analysis.

FUNCTION F - PREPARE EVALUATION DOCUMENTATION

The evaluator has determined the statistical significance of the effec-
tiveness and economic impact of the highway safety project. The evaluator
should now review al1‘ activities of the evaluation study to determine the
appropriateness of utilizing the results and ot!ier findings for future
highway safety decisions.
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.B/C .~.I?ALYSISPJORKSHEET,—_____
—---.—_

E\,aluaticn 1?0:

?roject 1;0:

Eaks/Evaluator:

1. Initial Implementation Cost, 1: $_

2. Annual Operating and )Caintezance
Costs Before Project Impl.eF6:xtation: $.——.—- ,..—

3. Annual Operating and i!aintenance
Cost After Project Imp~er,en?ation,: $_——...—. ..—— -

4. I<etAnnual Operating and
Maintenance Costs, K (3-2): s—. .-—-

5. Annual Safety Eenefits in l~umber’
of Accidenks Prevented:

Severity “Ex~ect,ed- ,Zcttisl= >.nn>Ja].nsnefit—— ~- _,_..—..-_._._...__

a) Fatal Accidents
(Fatalities)

b) Injury Accidents
(,Injuries)

.

c) PDO Accidents

6. AccLdent Cost Values (Source i:—.-. —______ —,

Severity c@st

a) Fatal Accidenk (Fatality) $

b) Injury .~ccident (Injury) s

c) PDO P.ccident $

7. >.nn,~alSafety BeRefits in Dollars S.zved, ~:

5a) x 6a) =

5b) x tib)=

5C) x 6C) =

Total = $
—— ——-—— -____,,..
Fi~ure S-12 Samp].e B/C Analysis t;ork S;l,set
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3.

).

1.

Services ;?if~

Salvage Value,

Interest Rate,

n: yrs———

T: $

i: %=0.——

L. EUAC Calculation:
.

CR* =

~F; =

EUAC = I (CR:) + K - T (SF:)

2. EUAB Calculation:

EUAB = ~

=

.3. B/C = EUAB~UAC =

—-
——.—

.4. PWOC Calculation:

Pw; =

sPw; =

Pwoc = I + K (SPWA) - T (PW~)

.5. PWOB Calculation:

PWOB = 5(SPW:)

.6. B/C, = PWOB/PWOC =

Figure S-12 Sample B/C Analysis Work, Sheet (eont.’d.)
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valuation lJO:

reject iJO:

ate/Eva luatOr:

,.

~.

1.

i.

6.

7.

8.

Initial Implementation Cost, I:

Annual @?erating and Maintenance
Costs Before Project Implementation:

Annual Operating and ?Iaintenance
Costs After Project Ir,plementation:

I?etAfinual O?erating a)-~dMaintenance
Costs,K (3-2):

Afinual Safety Bsnefits in N’tiber of
Accidents Prevented, ~:

Accident Type

Total

Service Life, n:

Salvage Value, T:

Int5rest Rate:

—----- -—.

Expected - Actual = Fnnual Benefit

—— -—— -.

=
-_——
_—

yrs.-—

$“—

–~ = L----–-
—-- ——.. .

-.—— ———.. -..-.-.,

9. EUAC CalclJlation:

CR; =

SF; = __ ——

EUAC = I (CR;) + K - T (sF~),

—, .——.. T—

Figure 5-13 Sample C/E Analysls lA:orKSf!eet
—-—..-.-....-.
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E (from 5) =

11. C/E = EUAC/~ =

12. P~?N Calculation:

PM:=

SPL?;= _—

PI?N= 1 + 1: ‘(S?Ii:)

13. Annual Eenefit

n (from 6) =

B (from 5} .=

14. c/E = PIi3c(s?~

-T

yrs .

acci6ents F~-ebyented wel- year

Figure S-13 Sample C/E Analysis ~~ork sheet

,
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Step F1. Organize evaluation ,study materials (pages F.2-F.3)—=

The final determination of the effectiveness of tne project
and the val idity of the eval oation study requires al7 data
aid findings to be brought together to falcilitate a systematic
review.

The Iistings, forms , worksheets, data, ~alco~ ~tiOns , i“ter-
med’iate documentation and deci sion cri teria deve; oped over ~le
course of the evalwtion study mst be organized to facilitate
reference to al 1 el e~ments of the study and alTow the evaluator
to arrive at the final conclusions regarding the effectiveness
of the project. Figure S- 14, (page s.32) lists the vari~us
elements of the eval uation study which must be available to
the evaluator for final documentation.

Step FZ. Examine effectiveness (page F.3).

Assess project in terms of its degree of success. The effec-
tiveness of the project 1s primarily dependent on the aeci-
sions and calculations made during tins comparison of F!OE’S
Statistical teSting and economic analysis. Therefore, a care-
ful review of the activities within Functions L, D, and E fS
warranted.

-3. Determine }“easons for project failure (page F.3).

Critically review each aspect of the evaluation process for
appropriateness. If any of iqOE’s showed ,lnexpected change, or
resul ted in extremely unusual economic responses, the eval-
ua:or should investigate the reasons for such unexpected re-
Sults. Many failures are not the result. of the project but
rather a consequence of an inappropriate decision on the part
Of the eVal Uator or implementing agency, inadequate samp]e
size (i.e, the” number of accidents of a specific type is too
low to statistically evaluate) or simply the project was
inappropriate for the identified safety problem, or problejn
identification was inaccurate.

Step F4. Buf~d the aggregate database (page F-3).

The aggregate database should be developed to assist the
agency in selecting remedial Courltermeasures for specific
highway safety problems and suppl~ing expected accider]t reduc-
tion factors which may he utilized in evaluatin3 alternative
countermeasures for implementation. If al1 elei,lentsof the
evaluation are determined to be appropriate, the accident
reductions (or increases) which !/ere statistically significant

at the se? ected level of confi dence sho Lil d be included into
tne aggregate databdSe of prOjeCt effecti \ieness. The database
should stratify only significant reductions dlld increases in
accident and severity by improvement type, traffic volune
ranges , faci~ ity type , urban VS. rui-al setting ~n~ ~.~her

stratifications of interest to the elf?luating ag2ncy.
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Justification Statement

Project Description

Funding Level

List of Project Purposes (Function A)

List of Evaluation Objectives and t40E (Function A)

Experimental Plan Uses with Justification
(Function A)

List of Data Variables (Function A)

List of Control Sites with Selection Criteria
(Function B)

Raw Data (Function B)

Reduced Data (Function B9

Oata Collection Techniques Used (Function B )

Data Collection Personnel

Parametric Comparison Tables (Function C )

Percent Changes in MOE with Calculations
(Function C)

Statistical Test Utilized (Function D)-—

Statistical Results (Function D )

Economic Data Including Implementation, Operation,
Maintenance, etc. (Function E )

Economic Analysis Technique Used with Assumptions——
(Function E)

Economic Analysis Results (Function E)

——— .

Figure S-14 EvaluationStudy MaterialsChecklist——

I
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ma. Discuss and document the evaluation study rejults..——_

Document al1 evaluation study results in tne final report and
disseminate to individuals who wil1 benefit from such ~e-
Suits.

The Final
should be

Report Fom shown in Figure S-IS
completed for the final report.,

(pages s.34-s.37)
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Project Location(s):

Countermen sure [s):

Code (s):

Initial Implementation Cost:

Annual Maintenance Cost:

ExecLltive s’~ar~

List l~ajor Finding,s and Concl~:sions of the Evaluation Stud!

_—— ——.-__.——————--—
Fial,re S-15 Final Renort Form_ _= --- —– ..-
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——

Identification “and Discussion, of tileproblem.—— —

3_2xinis”frs’k<ve Eva’l~atiOn
.—._

List personnel and

Pe”rscn-——

Estimate mzn-hours

Activity

Tim=

role in the evalyetion study.

R01e——

devoted to the e~,aluation by zctiv!,t,

!~an-hours

Data Collection and
Reduction

Data Analysis

Report \Vriting

periOd over v;nich the ,@v?luai;ior,spannsd:

Estimated’ cost of evaluation stud~{:

Effee’ti17eness E.i,a’luation— -—_

List purposes:

-—
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List objectives and ?IOEIS

List expyrti~ta.1 plan used:

pi~cus~ data collection a.Ct~Vi.fieS, teChi.ques# ‘qui-pment

used, analysis periods.

List % chan,ge in
s,elected level.

Discuss economic

each MOE and statistical significance zt

analysis”tecti~.que used an~ results.

_—_——- ——-------- . .
—-

Figure S-.15 Final Report Form (COnttd,,j
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—— .— ___

D~sGuss problems encountered, 7
conclusions and recommen5atio;;~’

for fu~ze evaluation studies.

— ——__,_
Figure S-1S F~c~p-o—r-~

S.37
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